
Ready for Baby?
Once in a blue moon, a baby is born.  Grab your pencil crayons to color, meditate on and
ponder this final stretch.  Use some of these questions as journal prompts or scribble your

thoughts on the opposite side of the page. 

Have you done research
around birth positions? 

Which ones appeal to you
and why?  What might soothe
you during labor?  Are there
foods you might like to have
on hand for during or after? 

If you're planning a home
birth, have you assembled

your kit?  Does your
midwife know where to

find it? 

Do you have plans for
your placenta?  If so,

what will you keep it in
immediately after

birth?  Will you have
someone prepare it? 

Have you considered testing
for GBS and both mainstream

and alternative, opinions,
options and risks around a

positive result?  

Do you have a plan for
emergency and non-

emergency transport? 
Are you prepared for the

worst?  Do you have fears
around this? 

Questions inspired by Anne Frye + Maryn Green 

Have you done
research around and

formed an opinion
around Vitamin K for
administration to a

newborn?   

Where will baby sleep?  Do you
have a safe place for him/her

during the day?   Have you built a
nest for you and your baby for the

first few weeks? 

If you have older
children, what are

your plans for them
during the birth?  Will

they be present? 

Have you assembled
an herbal first aid kit
for the birth such as

motherwort,
shepherd's purse and

angelica root
tinctures and perhaps

homeopathics?  

Who would you like present
at the birth?  Why? What will

their presence add or
subtract from the birth

process? 

What are your reasons
for having a home

birth?   How will you
face judgement from
family and friends? 

What are your plans
around cord

clamping/cutting?  Will
you perform a ceremony? 
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